Abstract. This paper presents a practical approach to detecting shot cuts and extracting keyframes from video sequences. Shot cut detection has two stages -global motion compensation, followed by an adaptive thresholding algorithm. The motion information is further utilized to extract representative keyframes. Special consideration has been given to achieving real-time performance on a regular PC, which led to a motion estimation algorithm of linear complexity.
Introduction
Video sequences are one of the most difficult data types to handle and organize due to the quantity and complexity of the information they contain. Manual annotation provides the best quality but is also a long and tedious process. The first step that has to be achieved by any automated indexing system is segmenting the video sequences into a collection of video shots. A video shot is defined as an uninterrupted sequence of frames corresponding to the same scene or event. For each shot we can extract one or more keyframes representative for the entire shot.
The change of scene that appears at the boundary between two shots is called a shot cut.A shot cut can be abrupt, when it takes place between two consecutive frames, or smooth, when it takes place over a short period of time (special video effects like dissolves, fades, wipes, or page turnings). Abrupt shot cuts are the easiest to detect. Smooth cuts require extensive analysis of several consecutive frames.
We will present in this paper an algorithm for detecting shot cuts, with an emphasis on abrupt cuts. It includes a fast global motion compensation and an adaptive threshold module. The algorithm was intended to run close to real time on a regular PC. We achieved linear complexity with less than 12
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problems encountered in shot cut detection and how some of the existing techniques handle them. Section 3 describes the motion compensation module. Section 4 presents the adaptive thresholding mechanism. Section 5 introduces our approach to smooth cut detection, and Sect. 6 presents the keyframe extraction algorithm. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.
Previous work
Most existing algorithms define a dissimilarity metric for comparing consecutive frames. The metric must be insensitive to motion while responding well to scene cuts. Usual metrics include comparing histograms, cross correlation of blocks, image features, or pixel intensities. For MPEG video some authors use analysis in the compressed domain [10] .
We start with a short review of these methods: -Color histograms. These are rather insensitive to motion, but they can miss shot cuts between frames with similar color distributions. To include some spatial information, most authors prefer to split the image into blocks and compute local histograms, e.g., [3, 8] . -Joint histograms [9] . These histograms try to improve the performance of regular color histograms by adding other image features like edge density, texturedness, gradient magnitude, etc. -Feature-based detection. Zabih et al. [14] present an algorithm based on analyzing entering/exiting edges between consecutive frames. During a cut many edges appear far from the location of old edges, while old edges disappear. Their method also includes a global motion compensation. -Average pixel difference [15] . Simply subtracting the pixel intensities in two consecutive frames is a useful technique. However, the generated difference depends very much on the motion magnitude. -Block-based motion estimation. A more complex technique is used by Porter et al. [11] . In their approach, rectangular blocks are matched in order to compensate for motion. Matching is done in the frequency domain. Blocks having only low-frequency components are not used. -Block likelihood ratio [2] . Each frame is split into an array of 8 × 8 blocks. A two-block-thick border is left out in a frame and the 16 middle blocks are considered one by one. Each of the middle blocks in the current frame is compared to its 9 neighbors in the previous frame. The neighbor with the minimum distance will give the final value. If the average distance for the middle blocks is greater than a certain threshold, a shot change is declared. The following metric, called the likelihood ratio, was used for comparing frame regions:
where m k and σ k denote, respectively, the mean and variance of intensity of a given region in frame k. The likelihood ratio is computed based on the grayscale values.
We implemented the block likelihood ratio method for comparison. We used about 15 min of various video sequences, including documentaries, sport sequences, news broadcasts, and a movie fragment. Out of 176 cuts, 146 have been correctly detected, and there were 37 false alarms. This corresponds to recall/precision rates of 146 176 = 82% and 146 146+37 = 79%, respectively. The recall measure indicates how many of the real cuts were detected. Precision says how many of the cuts found by the algorithm were valid.
During experiments, the value of L was of the order of hundreds or even thousands for shot cuts, and less than 10 in most other cases. Despite this excellent contrast, there are quite a few simple cases in which the algorithm fails to detect cuts ( Fig. 1) . On the other hand, almost any large motion caused series of false detections.
Global motion compensation
Like the approach of Bouthemy et al. [1] , we compute for each pair of frames an affine transformation that warps the first frame into the second. The two frames are compared only after they are aligned. The resulting difference is used as input to the adaptive thresholding algorithm.
Computation of the transformation is a two-step process. In the first step, we split the image into 20×15 blocks. For each block we compute the best motion vector. In the second step, we try to find a transformation that approximates the entire set of motion vectors. The most complex part is computing the motion vectors. Basically, we want to find for each rectangular To reduce the number of operations, a hierarchical search is performed. We start from a very smallscale version of the image, where each of the initial blocks becomes a single pixel. At each scale, we shift every block with one pixel in each direction. The best of the nine displacements is chosen as the starting position for the next scale. A displacement of one pixel at a certain scale corresponds to a displacement of 2 s pixels in the original image, where s is the current scale. The size of the blocks is doubled at each step, but the search space is always limited to one pixel away from the start positions. The total number of operations is
where m is the number of image scales and N is the number of pixels in the original frame.
The matching score of two blocks is computed as the sum of absolute differences between pixel intensities, for all three color channels. The horizontal and vertical components of the motion vectors are weighted separately. The weight is computed as w = b−a b+1 , where a is the score at the best matching position and b is the score of the second best position (thus 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ 765). The weight is trying to model both the quality of the matching and the confidence level of the motion estimation. A small a means that the match is good. If the second best match is good too, the block has a flat profile along the considered direction and the confidence of the motion vector drops. Compared to the simple difference b − a, the above formula increases slightly the weight of a good match having a low confidence. This gave better results in our experiments.
To find an affine transformation that approximates all the motion vectors as well as possible, we start by writing a set of equations of the form
Each motion vector is defined by its start and end points
The affine transformation is given by (a, b, c, d , e, f ). For the en-tire set of motion vectors, we have two matrix equations:
with A and B as unknowns. Each line of the two matrix equations has an associated weight w i -the confidence level for the corresponding motion vector. To find the best A = (a, b, c) coefficients, we have to minimize
where W is an N × N matrix containing weights
By differentiating with respect to A and taking into account that W is diagonal, we get
, and similarly
The maximum motion the algorithm can handle is equal to twice the size of a block, minus 1 pixel. At the smallest scale each block is represented by a single pixel. Moving it one position in any direction corresponds to l pixels in the original image, where l is the original block size. In the next steps the maximum displacement will increase up to 2 * l − 1 pixels. A 20 × 15 block grid allows for a maximum horizontal displacement equal to one tenth of the image length. In practice the input video sequence is prescaled to a size smaller than or equal to 320 × 240 pixels. At this resolution the speed of the algorithm exceeds 40 frames/s on a 2.66-GHz Pentium IV. In the absence of object motion the quality of the estimation is quite good -the accumulated error after 400 frames is still acceptable (Fig. 8 , to be discussed later, illustrates this).
Adaptive thresholding
We chose as a similarity metric the average pixel difference between the motion-compensated (i.e., affinely matched) images. Following the approach described by Yusoff et al. [13] , we tried to handle problems due to nonaffine motion by using an adaptive threshold. In most cases the difference caused by motion changes little from one frame to the next. If we plot the difference between consecutive frames, shot cuts appear as sudden increases in the difference (Fig. 3) .
We analyze the value of the differences in a sliding window of 16 frames and compute several statistical parameters. This allows us to decide whether there is a scene cut between the two frames in the middle of the window. The algorithm has been refined through experiments and consists of checking the following conditions consecutively: (4), the difference increases linearly (5), or the difference is smaller than the minimum threshold (6) -The current difference (corresponding to the middle frame pair) must be higher than a fixed minimum threshold. -The current difference is the largest within the considered window. This follows the assumption that the difference caused by the scene change is always greater than the difference caused by motion. Two typical examples of shot cuts are cases 1 and 2 from Fig. 4 . Note that in the first case, the difference corresponding to the cut is smaller than almost any difference from case 2. -If there is a clear distinction between the average difference of the previous frames and the average difference of the next frames, the conditions checked until now are sufficient to declare a shot cut, so the next steps are skipped. This type of difference profile usually appears when the current frame pair delimits a high-activity shot from a low-activity onecase 3 from Fig. 4 . -The current difference must be larger than a multiple of the average difference (computed over the entire window). The multiplication coefficient is proportional to the variance within the window. If the difference is smaller, the cut is immediately rejected. This criterion is related to the observation that moving persons or objects close to the camera generate an irregular profile of the difference. An example of such a profile is illustrated in case 4 from Fig. 4 . -We look for a linearly increasing tendency of the difference in the first half and a decreasing tendency in the second half (a triangular shape). We extrapolate the evolution of the difference from the beginning/end of the window toward the middle. If the maximum of the two predicted differences is comparable to the actual difference in the middle, then the cut is rejected -case 5 from Fig. 4 . Such a situation is encountered when there is a fast object passing in front of the camera. On the 15-min data set used for comparison, our algorithm detected 169 out of 176 cuts, with 7 false alarms (96% recall and 96% precision). These results compare favorably with those of the block likelihood ratio method (Sect, 2). A larger data set of 40 short video sequences, totaling up to 35 min, produced the following results: 450 out of 464 cuts were detected, with 35 false alarms. This corresponds to 96% recall and 92% precision rate. The content of the second data set ranged from news broadcasts and commercial presentations to film fragments and sport sequences. After the tests we analyzed the situations where the algorithm failed. Sudden object or camera motion triggered almost all the false alarms. Continuous motion had the effect of increasing the value of the threshold, which made the algorithm miss out on a few true shot cuts. Other missed cuts appeared when the two shots had moderate motion but were very similar in content (Fig. 5) .
For a third data set, consisting of two TV news sequences (1 h total), the detection rates were particularly good. Out of 601 cuts, 596 were correctly detected. There were 17 false alarms, 14 caused by camera flashes at press conferences. This corresponds to 99% recall and 97% precision.
Detecting smooth cuts
For video effects like dissolves or fades we cannot confine the analysis to pairs of consecutive frames. For example, the Results of subtracting frame i from frame i + 20, after motion compensation. The first frames show large object motion. The three "humps" correspond to smooth cuts frames in Fig. 6 are taken during such a transition. The difference caused by the dissolve is negligible compared to the difference caused by motion.
A good smooth cut detector must be able to track features along 2-3 s. If too many of these features are lost during that period and new ones appear, we conclude that there has been a smooth cut. The easiest solution would be to compute the optical flow for several frames and check the evolution of each individual pixel. The drawback of this approach is the computational complexity -several seconds are needed for each pair of frames. This results in minutes of computation for a single second of video data.
Some experiments were carried out using the global motion compensation described above. Starting from the current frame, we compose the transformations between consecutive frames, so that we obtain a transformation that aligns frame 1 to frame N : (N − 1, N) . Figure 7 shows the evolution of the difference when aligning and subtracting images 20 frames apart. We distinguish two cases with significant differences: (a) The difference is small, with sudden increases. These cases correspond to smooth cuts. (b) The difference is constantly large. This means that there is significant object motion, which cannot be compensated. The algorithm will fail to detect smooth cuts in such cases, but the video fragment can be analyzed by a more complex algorithm, at the cost of more computations [7, 5] . The accuracy of our algorithm depends largely on the type of the analyzed sequence. On a documentary containing long shots of landscapes, with camera motion only [17] , out of 154 smooth cuts, 149 were detected and there were 10 false alarms. This corresponds to a recall rate of 149/154 = 96% and a precision of 149/159 = 93%. On the other hand it performed poorly for a football match. The uniform, green background led to a very small difference between the compared frames, so most smooth cuts were missed. For closeups of running players, the global motion compensation was unable to produce useful information, causing many false alarms. For this video data the recall rate dropped to 32% and the precision to 61%.
Keyframe extraction
Key frames should be a very concise description of the video content, preserving at the same time the most interesting characteristics. It is rather difficult to define which frames are "interesting" and which are not. Existing approaches can be classified as follows: The lower image is the final result, after 400 frames (rescaled). The camera started in the upper-right part of the image, panned to the left, and then zoomed out -Extracting the first, middle, or last frame of every shot; -Motion analysis by using optical flow; the frames at the local minima of motion are chosen as keyframes; -Clustering frames based on their similarity; the similarity is computed by looking at the image histograms or other cues [16, 4] ; -Mosaic images [12] .
A detailed review of these methods was given by Li et al. [6] . Our method uses information about the shot boundaries and the motion within each shot. The first frame of each shot is chosen as the keyframe. Depending on the magnitude of motion, we may need to extract additional keyframes. We chain the transformations between consecutive frames and compute the overlapping surface of each frame, relative to the last keyframe. If the overlapping surface becomes too small, we pick a representative keyframe for the segment up to that point. The keyframe must be close to the current position (the last 2 s) and have minimum local motion. The reason for choosing the keyframe near the end of the current segment is to ensure that it is not too similar to the previous keyframe. Small local motion gives a better chance for picking a relevant frame and ensures less motion blur.
A popular method for synthesizing video content is mosaic images (e.g. [12] ). They are suitable when the video sequence presents landscapes or other mostly static scenes. By cutting stripes from each frame and pasting them together, we can obtain a single panoramic image. The technique is the same as for motion compensation: successive frames are aligned by a geometric transformation. At each step, the mosaic is extended with the parts of the new frame that fell outside the existing image. To illustrate the accuracy of the motion estimation, we present such a mosaic image in Fig. 8 . The image was generated in real time, using the first 400 frames of a video shot. Apart from the alignment of consecutive frames, no further computations were carried out. The keyframes of the corresponding video sequence are shown in Fig. 9 .
Conclusions
We have presented a global motion compensation and adaptive thresholding algorithm for detecting shot cuts. The algorithm has linear complexity, which allows it to run in real time. For abrupt cuts, it consistently achieves detection rates of more than 90% for most types of video data. Its most interesting feature is the motion compensation module, which is used both to improve detection of video shot cuts and as a decision criterion for extracting keyframes. Because it cannot track individual objects, it has limited capabilities for detecting smooth cuts. It can, however, focus the attention of more complex algorithms to the segments where these cuts may appear. 
